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Pulling cargo increases the precision of molecular motor progress
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Abstract – Biomolecular motors use free energy to drive a variety of cellular tasks, including
the transport of cargo, such as vesicles and organelles. We find that the widely used “constant-
force” approximation for the effect of cargo on motor dynamics leads to a much larger variance
of motor step number compared to explicitly modeling diffusive cargo, suggesting the constant-
force approximation may be misapplied in some cases. We also find that, with cargo, motor
progress is significantly more precise than suggested by a recent result. For cargo with a low
relative diffusivity, the dynamics of continuous cargo motion —rather than discrete motor steps—
dominate, leading to a new, more permissive bound on the precision of motor progress which is
independent of the number of stages per motor cycle.

Copyright c© EPLA, 2019

Introduction. – Biomolecular machines, driven by
free-energy consumption, perform a variety of cellular
roles [1]. Motors, such as kinesin, myosin, and dynein
tow cargoes along subcellular filaments for rapid and di-
rected transport [2]. The stochastic dynamics of these
motors have been studied for decades [3], with recent ex-
perimental work observing their operation with improving
resolution [4].

An important aspect of motor dynamics is the response
to external forces, as the primary role of many in vivo
motors is to tow cargoes, which impose drag forces. Ex-
ternal forces are frequently modeled as constant across all
motor cycles and cycle stages [5–13], recapitulating so-
phisticated experiments which use feedback to maintain
near-constant resisting forces on the forward motion of
molecular motors [14–17].

Molecular motors are also excellent systems in which to
investigate statistical fluctuations at the nanoscale. Fluc-
tuations in molecular motor progress have been related
to the number of stages [6,18–20] and energy dissipation
budget [21,22] for each motor cycle.

In this letter we investigate simple theoretical models
of molecular motors towing cargo, with cargo represented
either implicitly as a constant force or explicitly with
diffusive dynamics. We find that constant-force mod-
els for cargo do not in general reproduce the step-
number distributions of explicit diffusive-cargo models.

The step-number Fano factor for diffusive cargo is also
substantially less than when predicted solely from motor
characteristics [6,18–22]. We demonstrate that diffusing
cargo introduces a large number of effective stages to each
motor cycle, allowing motors to increase the precision of
their progress by pulling cargo, and often rendering the
number of motor states irrelevant to the precision of mo-
tor progress. Our new, more permissive bound on the
precision of motor progress, expressed in eq. (12), only
depends on the energy dissipation budget per cycle.

Model. – Molecular motor dynamics are commonly de-
scribed as stochastic transitions between discrete states.
For a simple one-state unicyclic model, every forward cy-
cle results in a forward step of the motor and consumption
of the free-energy budget ω per cycle. For “constant-force”
motor dynamics (shown schematically in fig. 1(a)), we use
static transition rate constants

k+
cf = k0

cf e
ω−ΔGcf and k−

cf = k0
cf, (1)

with k+
cf and k−

cf the rate constants of forward and re-
verse transitions, respectively. k0

cf is a “bare” rate con-
stant, with transition timescale chosen to give k0

cf = 1.
ΔGcf is a constant free-energy difference representing
the effect of a load (e.g., towing cargo) on rate con-
stants. ΔGcf is frequently set to fdm, with f the con-
stant opposing force and dm the motor step size. We set
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Fig. 1: Constant-force and diffusing-cargo models.
(a) Constant-force model. Motor at site n (filled red
square) and position xm can transition forward to site n+1 at
rate k+

cf or reverse to site n − 1 at rate k−
cf . The rates k±

cf are
functions of a constant opposing force f . (b) Diffusing-cargo
model. The motor and the cargo (blue circle) are linked, so
that forward and reverse motor and cargo transition rates k±

m

and k±
c , respectively, are a function of motor position xm and

cargo position xc, which vary with cargo and motor motion.

energies to units of kBT , for Boltzmann’s constant kB and
temperature T .

The transition rate constants in eq. (1) (as well as all
other model variations in this work) satisfy microscopic re-
versibility, quantified by the general detailed balance con-
dition k+

cf/k−
cf = exp(ΔG) for free-energy difference ΔG,

reducing at equilibrium to detailed balance and no net
flux. This condition is a standard constraint on rate con-
stants in thermodynamically consistent models of molec-
ular motors [5,9,12,23–26].

The forward transition rate constant in eq. (1) is af-
fected by the load ΔGcf, while the reverse rate constant
is unaffected. This is a specific limiting case of how load
can impact rate constants, as the influence of the load
can generally be split between the forward and reverse
rate constants [12,23,25]. In the Supplementary Material
Supplementarymaterial.pdf (SM) (“Reverse-labile mo-
tor dynamics”), we show that the opposite extreme, where
the load only increases the reverse rate constant and leaves
the forward rate constant unchanged, does not change our
conclusions.

The motor diffusivity is

Dcf ≡ d2
m

〈n2〉 − 〈n〉2
2t

, (2)

where n is the net number of forward motor steps over
time t. In terms of rate constants [13],

Dcf =
1
2
(k+

cf + k−
cf)d

2
m. (3)

We also consider a similar “diffusing-cargo” kinetic
model of a motor taking forward and reverse steps while
coupled by a Hookean spring (with spring constant kspring)
to a cargo also taking discrete steps (fig. 1(b)). The motor
has transition rate constants

k+
m = k0

meω−ΔG+
sm(xm−xc) and k−

m = k0
m, (4)

and the cargo has transition rate constants

k±
c =

{
k0
c , if ΔG±

sc(xm − xc) ≤ 0,

k0
c e−ΔG±

sc(xm−xc), if ΔG±
sc(xm − xc) > 0,

(5)

which provide the standard Hookean response to an ap-
plied force in an overdamped medium [27], as derived in
the SM (“Overdamped cargo dynamics under force”). xm
is the motor position and xc is the cargo position. k0

m and
k0
c are the bare rate constants for the motor and cargo, re-

spectively; we choose a timescale such that k0
m = 1. Gs =

1
2kspring(xm − xc)2 is the free energy of the spring linking
motor to cargo. ΔG+

sm = kspringdm(xm − xc) + 1
2kspringd

2
m

is the change in Gs due to a forward motor step of size dm,
while ΔG±

sc = ∓kspringdc(xm − xc) + 1
2kspringd

2
c is the

change in Gs due to a forward (+) or reverse (−) cargo
step of size dc. Cargo diffusivity in the absence of a mo-
tor is Dc = k0

c (dc)2, with dc held fixed in all simulations
and k0

c varied to adjust Dc. Dm = 1
2k0

md2
m(eω + 1) is the

diffusivity of a motor without cargo.
The Fano factor for net number n of motor steps taken

can be related to the number of stages in a motor cycle N
by σ2

n/μn ≥ 1/N , where σ2
n is the variance of the net for-

ward cycles and μn is the mean number of net forward cy-
cles [6,18–20]. Recent work by Barato and Seifert [21,22]
predicts a “thermodynamic uncertainty relation”, which
further tightens the previous N -dependent bound by in-
corporating the free-energy dissipation budget ω per cycle:

Fano factor ≡ σ2
n

μn
≥ 1

N
coth

ω

2N
, (6)

This bound is for constant-affinity dynamics, and has re-
ceived substantial attention [28–36]. For a motor cycle
with a single step (N = 1), eq. (6) becomes an equal-
ity, σ2

n/μn = coth ω
2 . Equation (6) applies not only to

molecular motors, but to any thermodynamically consis-
tent unicyclic N -state Markov model [37].

Our results primarily use relatively small values for the
cargo diffusivity, consistent with the low diffusivity of in
vivo motor cargoes such as vesicles and organelles. A diffu-
sivity of ∼10−3 μm2/s has been measured for 80 nm-radius
beads in the cytosol [38], suggesting vesicles and organelles
have diffusivities Dc ∼ 10−5–10−3 μm2/s. Using experi-
mental kinesin rate constants [39] to estimate Dm suggests
Dc/Dm ∼ 10−3–10−1 (see SM).

Results. – To explore differences between the
constant-force and diffusing-cargo models, we numerically
simulate the distribution of the number of net forward
steps (hereafter simply the “step number”) using the
Gillespie algorithm [40], initiated with xm = xc. For a
direct comparison, we choose equal bare rates k0

cf = k0
m

and equal mean motor velocities,

v = (k+ − k−)dm. (7)

We rearrange the constant-force model rate constants (1)
with a mean step number μn = vt to determine the
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Fig. 2: Anomalously narrow step-number distribution. Step-
number probability distribution P (n) as a function of normal-
ized step number n/μn. Diffusing-cargo model step-number
distribution is narrower than constant-force model and nar-
rower than expected from minimum Fano factor for a constant-
affinity cycle. Step-number distribution from 105 samples of
numerical diffusing-cargo model (purple circles) after nondi-
mensionalized time t∗ ≡ k0

mt = 103 with ω = 4, diffusivity ratio
Dc/Dm = 10−3, spring constant k∗

spring ≡ kspringd
2
m = 1, and

relative cargo step size dc/dm = 0.001, along with Gaussian fit
(purple curve). Orange circles: step-number distribution from
105 samples of numerical constant-force model with ω = 4 and
equal mean step number μn through choice of ΔGcf = 3.8945.
Orange curve: Gaussian distribution predicted by mean μn and
eq. (3). Brown curve: Gaussian distribution with mean μn and
the constant-affinity minimum variance (6) from [21,22].

corresponding constant free-energy difference

ΔGcf = ω − ln
(

μn

dmk0
cft

+ 1
)

. (8)

Figure 2 shows the step-number distribution for
diffusing-cargo and for constant-force models, with the
constant-force model using ΔGcf from eq. (8) and μn

from the diffusing-cargo model. The constant-force step-
number variance is predicted by motor dynamics using
σ2

cf = 2Dcft. Figure 2 also shows the Gaussian distribu-
tion predicted by eq. (6) with the parameters ω = 4 and
N = 1 used by the numerical models, which does not agree
with the constant-force step-number distribution.

Replacing ω in eq. (6) with a reduced budget ω − ΔGcf
does reproduce the constant-force variance σ2

cf, demon-
strating that the constant-force model agrees with the
minimum Fano factor (6). However, the step-number vari-
ance of the diffusing-cargo model in fig. 2 is substantially
smaller than both the variance of the constant-force model
and the minimum variance from naive application of the
uncertainty relation (6). The step-number distributions of
fig. 2 suggest that the effect of cargo attached to the motor
is not well represented by a constant force and that the
cargo allows the motor to circumvent the minimum Fano
factor for a constant-affinity cycle (6).

To investigate the discrepancy between the diffusing-
cargo model step-number distribution and eq. (6), we find
the Fano factor for the diffusing-cargo model across several
free-energy budgets ω and a wide range of cargo diffusiv-
ities (fig. 3). At low cargo diffusivity, the diffusing-cargo
Fano factor is below the constant-affinity minimum Fano
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Fig. 3: Motor step-number Fano factor, as a function of cargo-
motor diffusivity ratio. Points show numerical diffusing-cargo
model averaged over 103 samples after a nondimensionalized
time in the range t∗ ≡ k0

mt = 10−4–109 chosen to maintain
μn ∼ 100, thereby providing good statistics and retaining nu-
merical efficiency. Colors indicate different free-energy budgets
ω per cycle. Other parameters are as in fig. 2. Solid lines show
motor-controlled behavior of the predicted minimum Fano fac-
tor (6) using N = 1 and ω as indicated. Dashed curves show
cargo-controlled behavior from discrete cargo steps taken to
the continuum limit (12) with motor step size dm held fixed.
Dc/Dm is the ratio of cargo diffusivity Dc (in the absence of
the motor) to cargo-less motor diffusivity Dm.

factor (6). For the N = 1 cycle used for the diffusing-cargo
model, eq. (6) predicts that as ω → ∞ the Fano factor ap-
proaches unity from above —this prediction is unambigu-
ously not followed by the diffusing-cargo model in fig. 3.
Instead, the diffusing-cargo Fano factor at low cargo dif-
fusivity moves further below the eq. (6) prediction as the
free-energy budget ω increases, with the Fano factor for
free-energy budget ω = 16 approximately 1/8 of that pre-
dicted in eq. (6).

We investigate low-diffusivity cargo because of the rel-
atively small diffusivities (compared to nanometer-scale
motors) of micron-scale vesicles and organelles, which in
vivo molecular motors tow up to millimeter distances [41].
For cargo with diffusivity much lower than that of the mo-
tor, the distribution of motor positions is near the steady
state attained for an unmoving cargo, where 〈fnet〉 = 0.
Chemical driving imposes a forward force 〈fchem〉 = ω/dm
on the motor. To maintain the steady state, the motor is
opposed by the force from the elastic motor-cargo linker;
averaged over the steady-state distribution of motor posi-
tions (conditioned on the fixed cargo position), the linker
force is 〈fcargo〉 = −ω/dm. Thus, low-diffusivity cargo ex-
periences an average forward-directed force 〈f〉 = ω/dm.

Figures 2 and 3 show diffusing-cargo model Fano factors
below the mimimum Fano factors for constant-affinity dy-
namics (6). Here we determine the Fano factor for a cargo
under a constant forward force, treating a discrete step of
the cargo itself as a single-stage cycle. If the cargo takes
steps of size dc, with bare rate k0

c , its forward and reverse
rate constants under constant force f are

k+
c = k0

c and k−
c = k0

ce−fdc. (9)
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Cargo under constant force has velocity and diffusivity
expressions analogous to eqs. (7) and (3), respectively;
combining these with flat-landscape cargo diffusivity Dc =
k0
cd

2
c gives the mean and variance for cargo position under

constant force,

μc = dmμn =
Dct

dc
(1 − e−fdc), (10a)

σ2
c = d2

mσ2
n = Dct(1 + e−fdc). (10b)

The Fano factor is then (with f = ω/dm)

σ2
n

μn
=

dc

dm
coth

ωdc

2dm
. (11)

Substituting dc = dm/N recovers (6). For continuous
cargo motion, dc → 0, simplifying (11) to

σ2
n

μn
=

2
ω

. (12)

In fig. 3, eq. (12) closely matches the numerical Fano
factors for the diffusing-cargo model at low cargo diffusiv-
ity, demonstrating that treating cargo motion as a driven
cycle leads to accurate prediction of the motor variance.
For low cargo diffusivity, slow cargo movement increases
the number N of effective stages per motor cycle. Using
the minimum Fano factor of Barato and Seifert (6), the in-
crease in N reduces the variance, but the variance cannot
fall below the minimum required by budget ω.

In fig. 3, increasing cargo diffusivity causes the mo-
tor step-number Fano factor to transition from the
cargo-controlled description of eq. (12), to the motor-
controlled prediction of eq. (6) as the cargo diffusivity
reaches the cargo-less motor diffusivity Dm. Larger bud-
gets ω cause wider transitions between cargo-controlled
and motor-controlled Fano factors, because higher mo-
tor velocity breaks the stationary-cargo approximation at
lower Dc/Dm.

Figure 4 shows that for Dc/Dm � 1, the motor veloc-
ity and diffusivity are predicted by treating the motor-
cargo system as cargo pulled by a constant force, while for
Dc/Dm � 1, μn and σ2

n are predicted by treating the sys-
tem as a cargo-less motor. Although fig. 3 shows that low
cargo diffusivity leads to a decreased Fano factor (possibly
construed as improved performance), fig. 4 is a reminder
that this cargo-induced precision gain comes at the cost
of lower velocity.

We chose a Hookean spring to link motor and cargo.
However, our results are robust to variation of several
linker properties, such as increased dimensionality of cargo
motion, nonzero rest length, finite extensibility, and stiffer
spring constant (see SM). A previous Langevin model
for molecular motors pulling cargo, with force directly
determining velocity, finds different behavior in different
viscosity regimes [42] (analogous to varying cargo diffusiv-
ity), further reinforcing that our findings do not depend
on model details.
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Fig. 4: Motor velocity and diffusivity are controlled by cargo
dynamics when cargo diffusivity is low. (a) Motor velocity
μndm/t∗. (b) Motor diffusivity σ2

nd2
m/(2t∗). Points are from

the numerical diffusing-cargo model averaged over 103 sam-
ples, with variable cargo diffusivity and ω as indicated. Other
parameters are as in fig. 3. Solid lines show motor-controlled
behavior of a motor without cargo, with k+

m = eω and k−
m = 1.

Dashed lines show cargo-controlled behavior of biased cargo
diffusion (10).

We have used motor rate constants (4) for which chem-
ical and spring free energies affect the forward, but not
the reverse, transitions [25,26]. When instead free ener-
gies only affect the motor’s reverse transition rates, similar
Fano factors are produced (see SM).

Discussion. – We have investigated the step-number
distribution for simple models of molecular motors carry-
ing out their primary role of towing cargo. We examine
both a constant-force model representing cargo in a mean-
field manner as reducing the driving force biasing forward
motion, and a diffusive-cargo model linking the motor to
cargo with its own explicit dynamics.

Although constant-force models of molecular motor op-
eration are widely used [5–13], they do not accurately
reproduce the step-number distribution of diffusive-cargo
models, with a model explicitly including diffusive cargo
having a substantially lower variance (fig. 2). The step-
number distribution for the constant-force model is consis-
tent with the minimum Fano factor (6) derived by Barato
and Seifert [21,22], because the constant-force model satis-
fies the constant-affinity assumption underpinning eq. (6).
This constant-affinity condition is also fulfilled by the
diffusing-cargo model when the cargo dynamics are faster
than the motor dynamics, allowing the cargo to quickly re-
lax to near equilibrium following a motor step. However,
the diffusive-cargo model produces —for sufficiently large
free-energy budget ω and low cargo diffusivity Dc— a sig-
nificantly lower Fano factor than expected from a naive
application of (6) (fig. 3). Such a low Fano factor occurs
because the attachment of diffusive cargo to the motor
changes motor dynamics such that the affinity is not con-
stant (i.e., the ratio of forward to reverse rate constants
of the motor depends on the relative locations of motor
and cargo), thus violating the constant-affinity assump-
tion in Barato and Seifert [21,21]. The attachment of dif-
fusive cargo to a molecular motor can thus increase the
precisionof forward motor progress.
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For low cargo diffusivity, the cargo moves very slowly,
and forward progress is well approximated by assuming
the motor provides a constant forward force on the cargo.
This contrasts with analogous constant-force models that
assume the cargo imposes a constant force on the mo-
tor. This change in behavior when switching from high
to low cargo diffusivity regimes can also be achieved by
switching from low to high viscosity while leaving cargo
unchanged [42].

Our derived Fano factor for biased cargo diffusion (12)
is predictive of diffusive-cargo model behavior when cargo
diffusivity is low (fig. 3), and represents a new, more per-
missive bound on the precision of motor progress. Equa-
tion (12) eliminates the number of stages in a motor cycle
from consideration as a factor limiting motor precision,
and is equal to the Barato-Seifert Fano factor (6) for N
equal to the very large effective number of cargo steps to
complete a single motor step (11). Thus, low-diffusivity
cargo allows the motor to achieve the minimum Fano fac-
tor of a cycle with many stages. The minimum Fano factor
of Barato and Seifert (6) must be applied carefully, and for
a composite system of a motor linked to other elements,
the entire system must be considered.

Molecular motor kinetic rates inferred from experiment
are consistent with those that improve motor precision in
our simulations. For example, Vu et al. [39] fit rate con-
stants for a one-stage model of kinesin, suggesting a free-
energy budget per cycle of ∼6kBT (substantially lower
than the expected 20kBT from ATP hydrolysis). This
budget is sufficiently large to produce a step-number Fano
factor for a motor with in vivo cargos (Dc/Dm ≈ 10−3)
that significantly differs from that of a motor without
cargo (fig. 3).

Potentially comparable experiments on biomolecular
motor systems [14,18,43], although pulling cargo (∼50 nm
beads) significantly larger than the motor itself, only ex-
plore diffusivity ratios of Dc/Dm ∼ 200, which for our
model is too large to observe increased precision of mo-
tor progress (fig. 3). These experiments are performed in
room temperature water with viscosity ∼10−3 Pa · s; cellu-
lar interiors are 105–106× more viscous [38,44], sufficiently
suppressing the diffusivity of typical cellular cargo such
that we would predict increased motor precision. A com-
parison of step-number Fano factor between a cargo-less
motor and an identical motor with low-diffusivity cargo,
both in high-viscosity conditions, would distinguish intrin-
sic motor behavior from the cargo-induced Fano factor
decrease our work predicts, but we are unaware of any
existing studies with such data.

The constant-force model assumes that the free-energy
difference ΔGcf modeling the effect of cargo is diverted to
moving the motor against the constant force, and is un-
available to bias motor dynamics in the forward direction.
For a motor pulling diffusive cargo, free energy is initially
stored in the elastic linker connecting motor and cargo,
but is ultimately dissipated as the cargo relaxes, and would
not generally be available for reversible extraction at a

later time [45]. The assumption that the free energy is
stored, when it is instead dissipated, leads to an under-
estimate of the free-energy dissipation budget per motor
cycle, which is remedied by explicit consideration of cargo.
The elastic restoring force and energy storage of the linker
play an important role for a reduced cargo-controlled Fano
factor, as we demonstrate with “deterministic” cargo dy-
namics (an unphysical cargo with drag but not stochastic
diffusion) in the SM.

In vivo motors often work in teams of two or more to
pull cargo through the cell [46]. Following eqs. (10)–(12)
with two motors, we expect a halved Fano factor of
σ2

n/μn = 1/ω, consistent with previous work exploring
multiple motors [42], suggesting multiple motors would
further increase the precision of motor progress.
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